
Press conference of Mr. Valery Baranovsky in "Interfax" on:
"Another truth about Global Climate change, or full "Copenhagen"..."

Kiev, 21.12.2009.

Hello, dear colleagues. 
I'm glad to meet you and to have this possibility for a serious topic discussing. Perhaps, today there is no 

media,  which  would  not  have  covered  the  great  event  that  took place  on  Earth.  This  is  a  meeting  in 
Copenhagen attended by scientists and politicians from 190 countries. At the summit they decided many 
issues, planned to do everything possible and impossible things to make us looking into the future. They 
planned to make us believe that science understands and makes solutions for climate problems. 

I am a journalist and have a moral right to talk about Global climate change as I have been engaging in 
studying tat problem for about 10 years and have my own position on this issue. All that time I have been 
distributing information on climate change through any available mass media. I have been working on the 
problem of the Global climate change because in fact there is no global warming or cooling. Today a unique 
scientific system makes great strides in the applied scope. Ordinary people are sure and feel safe about the 
professionals which know exactly what & how happens on Earth. 

I and my team have been monitoring natural disasters and other parameters of our planet for about 10 
last years. I addressed to Albert Gore, Prince Charles and have been communicating with “consenting” and 
“non consenting” scientists, as well as with officials. When I'm watching the news items of my colleagues 
I'm shocking often at how superficially they are doing it. Well, probably, it is not their competence, but 
some things they should know and understand. 

The Climate change issue has started to be discussed seriously about 10 years ago because the actual 
data of climate monitoring does not fit with the models and forecasts of specialists. Our problem is not in 
misunderstanding  of  methods  for  climate  models  calculating,  but  in  understanding  the  really  ongoing 
processes. That is to decide what exactly is happening with our planet. Today specialists don't have any 
consensus.  Some of  them talk  about  warming,  others  -  about  cooling  and about  the  cyclicity  of  these 
processes in the history of our planet. 

For over the past 10 years, the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has been predicting the so-
called "point of no return". This is the time limit after which the processes of climate change are already 
impossible to stop or getting back. This picture shows how rapidly the leading climate scientists’ forecasts 
have been changing over the past 3 years.  
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At the Climate summit in Poland (December, 2008) the members talked about the remaining 1 year to 
the "critical point". At the Copenhagen summit the "non-returning point" wasn't mentioned at all. When 
Barack Obama became president, he asked the experts to make estimates of the climate change impact and 
to plan the development of energy-saving technologies. NASA experts have used all available data and the 
best computer systems. As a result, they concluded that the "non-returning point" was passed in January 
2009... What is 3 years for the planet Earth? It is one thousandth of a microsecond for the universe's scale. 
Just imagine that we are seriously ill and the group of best doctors comes to us. They begin to diagnose and 
first they say that there is nothing to worry,  and then they say that there are 2 or 3 years left for us. As a 
result, we are told that the treatment will not help as we are already dead. But we are still alive... 

The climate experts’ problem is that they don't know and don't understand fully the processes going on. 
There is a war in the world between industrial and financial groups backed by old and new technologies. As 
a result, new technologies should win because it is right and inevitable. However, this struggle involves a 
struggle between scientists. Modern scientists are no different from politicians, they live in a system that 
operates on kickbacks and grants schemes. Warring financial-industrial groups are characterized by greed, 
cynicism and lies.  The  British  scientist  James  Lovelock  said  that  the  "non-returning  point"  of  climate 
processes was passed in 2000. The western mass media has called him an idiot and an old senile. However, 
his preventions are not just an empty words. Recently (December, 19th) it was minus 17 degrees at night in 
Odessa, and on December 20th it was plus 5 and was raining in the afternoon, but today (December 21st) in 
Odessa it is minus 15 degrees again. How the scientists can not observe the Climate change? Because it is a 
pure cynicism ... How can we adapt to this? 

They recently gathered in Copenhagen. What were they talking about? They were talking about quotas. 
What is the Kyoto Protocol? In 2003 I gathered Odessa region journalists and made a statement that Kyoto 
Protocol is one of the greatest swindles of the 20th century. If we move the money from trouser pocket into 
another pocket of the same trousers the amount of money doesn't change. Such summits are just a game in 
humanity  that  doesn't  change  anything.  Why is  it  so?  Today  the  world's  leading  scientists  admit  that 
something  is  happening  and  make  recommendations  to  Heads  of  governments  on  various  wide-scale 
projects for our safety. 

The  concentration  of  CO2  in  the  air  is  an  interesting  value  which  can  now  be  measured  and  is 
historically monitored. Recently it was emerged the history of the CO2 graphs correcting. This scandal is 
just beginning and soon you'll see how the old financial-industrial groups will "run down" into the new 
groups...  As  for  CO2  issue,  it  is  necessary  to  understand  that  anthropogenic  CO2  emission  is 
disproportionately smaller than its natural emission (e.g. volcanic eruptions on Earth). Probably many of 
you also know that today the Taiga in Siberian "operates" in reverse regime: instead of absorption it exudes 
CO2. This year (2009) scientists using ordinary sonar (for fish shoals scanning) accidentally discovered 
(near the Spitsbergen island) hundreds of open gas plumes emitting methane in huge quantities. By the way, 
according to  scientists,  methane  is  21 times  more  greenhouse-formative  than CO2...  In  2001 I  made a 
statement and repeat it now: the impact of human civilization on the Global climate change processes is no 
more than 5%. 

But in Copenhagen they were prosecuting a regular "sharing" on the distribution of quotas and resources 
between developed and developing countries. They decided that in the next 100 years the temperature of the 
planet should not rise above 2 degrees Celsius.
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And this have decided the scientists with the same approaches that have helped them for 3 years to 
adjust the prediction of "non-returning point" from 100 years to -1 year... It is another lie. Today they can 
not predict the weather even for a few days. And we have many evidences of this.

Today Russian climatologists speak generally about global cooling. In 2008 there were frozen lakes in 
Canada which previously had never been frozen. When it was minus 30 degrees Celsius in Canada and in 
Australia was fires and severe drought (with the 80% loss of harvest),  then why are they talking about 
global cooling or global warming? 

And now let's get acquainted with the proposals of scientists in order to stop global warming. 
1. Making an artificial continent from Styrofoam and its shipping to the ocean for the sunlight reflection. 
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Why do they suggest that idea? Because today the ice volume and the snow cover area are reducing so 
drastically that the sunlight reflection (albedo) is smaller than it was 20 - 30 years ago. The authors of the 
project believe that they will reduce the oceans heating with the white foam... 

In December of 2009 it was reported about the discovery of an iceberg near Australia with size of 19 x 8 
kilometers  (or  150  square  kilometers).  This  characterization  is  not  correct  because  icebergs  are  not 
measured by the area, but by the volume. If the thickness of those melted iceberg at least 100 meters then 
such a piece of ice could cover the Kiev region with the 50 centimeters ice layer (like the mega-ice rink). 
But they are still talking about the iceberg area... Recently, by accident there thousands of icebergs were 
discovered from a satellite near the New Zealand. Scientists understand that the ice will be melting and the 
ocean level  will  rise...  In general  they hope to cope this  eventually.  It's  their  opinion.  And here is  my 
opinion: if the scientists will remain such approaches for solving the Global climate change problem, then in 
the next 7 - 8 years the USA as it is will disappear. 

2. Scientists have proposed a project in which 10 000 thermo-barges will throw down hot water into in 
the ocean in winter, and in summer they will throw down the ice.  

The project is associated with the influence on the Gulf Stream, which is getting colder. This is normal 
and is clear even for schoolchildren. If this project is approved and launched it would cost at 600 Euro for 
each European. Ukrainians are also included in the project funding. Ukraine is not accepted in the European 
Union, but has been included in this money and kickbacks... 

3. One of the richest people in the world, Mr. Bill Gates, decided to finance the following project:
In the center of the hurricane origin goes a few vessels to pump out water from the depths of 150 - 200 

meters on the surface.  
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Thus, "the captain of the pumping fleet" expects to protect the U.S. east coast and the Caribbean region 
from the destructive disaster... 

The assurance of climate scientists  which are involved in such developments is striking.  There is  a 
simple question for them: "How do the hydrosphere and atmosphere interact?" Stories about schemes and 
models they have will not be accepted, because in practice, they are useless. 

There is another question for climate scientists: "Why has the wind rose at medium altitudes changed?". 
Erenow experts knew the certain movement trajectory of air masses and used them for predictions. But 
today everything has changed. They do not understand why it happened. They also don't understand why the 
magnetic field of the Earth has reduced to a minimum. 

4. Scientists suggest painting roofs and roads white for sunlight reflection. Thus, they are planning to 
reduce the heating of the planet...   
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5. Scientists offer to launch giant mirrors into orbit at the equatorial region for sunlight reflection. These 
projects cost billions of dollars... 

6. There has been also proposed a project to launch and spread many small lenses in the Earth's orbit (10 
- 12cm in diameter). The project costs up to 350 million dollars.

 

7. To reduce the sunlight falling on Earth scientists propose creating artificial volcanoes. Each project 
costs tens of millions of dollars. Such handmade steam shop will throw soot into the atmosphere making it 
less transparent ... 
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8. Russian scientists offer the following project: with the help of rockets to launch and disperse into the 
atmosphere from 2 to 10 million tons of sulfur at a height of 12 - 14 km.
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It is expected that the sulfur particles would hold the part of sun rays and wake the warming of the lower 
atmosphere. The question is another: scientists today do not even understand the interaction of atmosphere 
and oceans, but still offer these projects - experiments... 

9.  The  next  project  is  as  follows:  spraying  iron  in  the  oceans  for  increasing  of  the  phytoplankton 
reproduction, which will absorb more CO2. 

 

The International Organization for the ocean environment Protection has forbade the implementation of 
this project. Despite of that, in March - April 2009 the Indian-Germanic project "Lohafex" was launched on 
a  small  scale  (several  square  miles).  The  results  have  disappointed  investors  and  professionals:  the 
phytoplankton began to multiply, but it was immediately eaten by the zooplankton. The effect was clearly 
not  in  favor  of  greenhouse  gases  fighters.  The  principle  is  simple:  they  do  not  fully  understand  the 
processes, but understand that it needs something to be done for the fund getting... 

10.  Scientists  believe  cattle  are  one  of  the  culprits  of  Global  climate  change.  Swedish and French 
scientists got more modest grants - for only 590 and 500 thousand dollars they have developed a special 
pills that prevent the methane exudes from cows in the process of digestion. The tablet has diameter of 12 
cm and thickness of 3 cm.  
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How does the cow swallow them - is another question, but they did. And all of this is potential business. 
So, apparently, we will be asked soon to order the pills from Europe for our cows... 

11. Scientists offer today to protect our world from the methane produced during the digestive process 
of animals. New Zealand scientists have invented anal respirators for cows. And it is seriously proposed...
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12.  Another  folly  by  Australian  scientists.  The  kangaroo  intestinal  tract  practically  does  not  emit 
methane.  Therefore  it  is  proposed  to  transplant  the  kangaroo's  coli  form bacteria  into  cow's  digestion 
system. It would be ideally,  of course, to create a hybrid "kanga-cow" because Kangaroo takes up little 
space in the barn and in their bag could still beat butter and cheese. 

And  perhaps,  such  ideas soon  will  arise  because  those  are  waiting  for  funding...  
Perhaps many of you has seen this interesting film. It states that the cause of all evils on earth is CO2. I have 
previously expressed my opinion on CO2. Mr. Albert Gore is a professional and understands that CO2 is 
increasing. But this is not the factor that should pay attention. In his work he used some things. If a scientist 
do not like some graphs he can correct them.
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Some scientists say they have not done this and report that it was a hypothesis. But the hypothesis and 
the prediction are two different things, because the forecast is calculated on the basis of actual data. But they 
all propose their projects on the basis of these hypotheses.  For example, the artificial forests – it is many 
towers which will absorb CO2. Where will it  be located - is not important,  but such projects and their 
developers are waiting for funding.

Today, we rely on scientists and climate specialists, we delegate to them the rights and hope that they 
are professionals and understand everything.

The problem of our civilization  is not in greenhouse gases, but in our scientific paradigm. In a basic 
science we have not left for an inch from the Middle ages. We haven’t moved further from the Newton’s 
prompts. By the way, scientists know that some of Newton’s things have been translated incorrectly and are 
still in the textbooks.

Many of  you  have heard  about  the  Large  Hadron Collider  (LHC).  There  have been  disputes  as  to 
whether an explosion or not, whether the hole or not.  I called this collider as “faecalayder”.  This “black 
hole” has formed yet – in the budgets of those countries that participated in the project. This is machine for 
exhaustion of money and brains. Why are such statements? Recently there was such news in the newspaper 
"The Sunday times":  "Scientists  have concluded that  the problems with the launch of the LHC are no 
accident.  According to physicists  Holger Beh Nielsen (Niels  Bohr Institute  in Copenhagen) and Masao 
Ninomiya (Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics in Kyoto), the LHC creates obstacles itself in order to 
prevent  scientists  from  CERN  (the  European  Center  for  Nuclear  Research)  to  make  a  series  of 
discoveries..."
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Do you understand what they have stated for? That is the iron with a lot of magnets has decided not to 
run...  Moreover,  Brian  Cox  (University  of  Manchester,  managing  officer  at  CERN)  confirms  these 
conclusions.

Do you understand this? I.e. your camera now will stop recording, your pens will stop writing and note-
takers  will  be  shut  because  they  will  decide  not  to  put  down  the  notes.  This  is  idiocy  from leading 
scientists...

Besides they haven’t run the Large Hadron Collider yet (LHC), but have already requested money for 
the Linear Hadron Collider (LHC). And this is also not less than 10 billions of dollars.
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But let’s come back to the Global climate change problem which concerns everyone on Earth. Look at 
the  forecast  of  Belgian  scientists  on  the  dynamics  of  natural  disasters  and  their  impact  on  the  world 
economy.

According to the forecast, after 2015 the volume of damage from natural disasters will exceed the volume of 
world  gross  product.  This  means  that  after  the  intersection  of  two  curves  there  cannot  be  any  plan 
administrate of national economy because all free resources will be putted on eliminating of the disasters 
consequences.

And if you remember the graph with the prognosis of "non-return point", I doubt that this intersection 
will be in 2015. And when someone reports today that the financial crisis avoided them and that the world 
economy is being restored, so it is not true. Any disease begins with sneezing or tears and then the main 
thing starts. We have not entered the financial crisis yet. Because when you lose each year more than able to 
produce - any economy is not sustainable.

Orange plantations in the USA filled with ice, the Spain in ice, stopped trains in tunnel under La-Mansh, 
hundreds  of  cancelled  flights,  paralyzed  transport  infrastructure  in  Europe...  All  these  losses  are  only 
growing. And why are they growing and will grow? Because the specialists see the problem of Global 
climate change as the following. When there is a pigment spot on the face of the TV annoncer, they put 
some make-up on his face and take this spot away. But when there are pigmented spots on the face and 
hands it is a sign that there are problems with liver. The situation today is the same: specialists paint over 
the face with a tonal cream when the liver is decomposing.

All what physics and climatologists are talking today about Climate change is like a brainstorm in the 
kindergarten. They say what they have already seen. They do what they have already heard. Because they 
have a medieval world outlook. Fortunately, there are people who understand and know, those who have 
been saying about it for almost 10 years. People of Ukraine must be happy as this country will change the 
fundamental science of the world. We needed to come to this sorrow on the Earth by ourselves to 
understand all these real causes. Because the mind is a relative concept, and not an absolute. Emperor Egey 
has not casual founded the city of Kiev. There are laws that we either explore and use or life itself will make 
us learn them. There is a group of scientists who are redesigning their world outlook, because they know 
and understand these laws. The new scientific paradigm - is our alternative.
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These  postulates  were  presented  in  2003  at  the  International  climate  conference  in  Moscow.  And 
Russian specialists then said that climate change is even mostly beneficial. They hope to cultivate maize on 
the Kola Peninsula...

Dear ... dinosaurs (the Ukrainians were called the dinosaurs). I want to say that after 3-5 years we won't 
be able to receive Russian gas. Because the main areas of Russian gas extracting is tundra (permafrost). I 
don't want they will be bad, my wife is from Perm.

But Russia has two woes: fools and roads. And to ensure that there has been provided livelihoods (from 
which we are also dependent) it is needed a lot of money which has no country.

Scientists today are seeking for divine particle – the Higgs boson which has formed the surrounding 
world.  And  I  feel  ridiculous.  After  all,  scientists  -  fundamentalists  gave  us  some  information.  The 
probability of simple protein molecule random formation is 10-113. And mathematicians consider that event 
is impossible whose possibility is 10-50. Now just answer yourself: if the event is not possible when the 
probability of 1 / (10 with 50 zeros), and they say that it happened with probability of 1 / (10 with 113 
zeros), then where are they fairly with us? Where are they talking about it?

This slide "Time theory"- is a tens of Nobel prizes... but we don't need laureates.
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Recently in Copenhagen a dinosaur statuette have presented to Ukrainians since we are endangering 
dinosaurs. And I wish to hand over a pig to the Nobel Committee, which awards for fundamental researches 
and discoveries in physics. Because this Committee recognized that we are the random phenomenon.

Today they encourage those people who are leading a civilization in deadlock. Because the probability 
of that our Universe was created as a result of two matches’ boxes explosion, the same as we have appeared 
as a result of maternity homes explosion…

And today this is the highest form of the mind properties. This is the absolute false behind which is our 
extinction  (unfortunately  it  may be  even a  rapidly).  I  am not  frightening  you  and do not  escalate the 
situation, but I just know what I say. Because my world outlook is not based on the swinish and kickbacks 
that they receive and not on the grants they distribute.

 My world outlook is  some another.  Reports  that  we have here,  passed through the Committee for 
combating pseudoscience (by the Russian Academy of Sciences). The representatives of the Committee 
after checking out our reports said that in order to understand this they need for 10-15 years. Add 15 years 
to 2003 and get the year 2018. When have we passed a "non-returning point"? - This year (2009) practically 
(according to the American experts). When there does come the period when we start just to combat  the 
consequences of elements and disasters? - It will be 2015 (according to the Belgian specialists’ predictions).

Today they are going to experiment with black holes. Don't worry,  there won’t be any black holes. 
Because “the worm transitions” are the transitions from some country’s budgets to the budgets of others. It 
is trivial money pumping out.
As for our Universe - it has its geometry.
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I am convinced that it would be a day when many of you will say: "Well, there is the truth... it is difficult to 
defend it, but it is and we can live with it". There is an alternative today, which is offered and will defend. 
Because there is no more time for this mechanism rocking, it has ended the day before yesterday.

Many people say that global climate change does not and will not affect Ukraine. This is not true. Take a 
look at projections of scientists for the soil temperature changing and find Ukraine there.

And when people say that we will harvest by 2-3 crops, it is not so. With such weather changes this is not 
realistic.  Even if we would have something to eat. But we are happy people since live at the "promised 
land". And I believe that Ukraine will feed half the world, and we will participate in it. I have been saying it 
for 8 years.
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The size of the laptop is nice, the speed of information trunk is wonderful. But everything comes down 
to simple – we always need to eat and get energy to be able to live, love, enjoy ... to create, eventually.

There is  a small  example  in order  to  understand that  our Ukrainian  science today is  practically  no 
different  from the  foreign.  In  2009 (October,  14-16)  in  Odessa  was  organized  the  international  forum 
"Interregional  problems  of  environmental  security"  on  the  base  of  Building  Academy.  There  was  an 
excellent event at which representatives of different countries (Russia, Belarus, Poland, etc.) was invited. 
Two cofounders of this event were our Building Academy and The Ecological University.

The St. Petersburg University and our Odessa Ecological University turn out the climatologists. So think 
about it: there hadn’t been anyone at registration and even a rector of the University hadn’t come to the 
opening of the Forum. And I sure that a book with many reports will be released soon where they will say 
that know, understand and see everything. They don’t see anything but just are playing with us...

I am a sincere man and used to go difficult ways, so I invite you in Odessa on March, 12th, 2010 at the 
International  journalists’ conference "Global Press - 21" on "The Truth about Global Climate Change". 
What do I do it for? I don’t need any PR, I’m already known in many countries without any PR efforts. I 
would like to see our Ukrainian and foreign journalists have received such instruments in their hands so that 
scientists shouldn’t subtilize. For example, they say: “You know, the 18-th factor has changed in such a 
climate model...” Just like in anecdote about the numbered jokes. And we look at them and think they know 
and  can  do  everything.  Don't  subtilize,  you  should  to  be  easier.  Usually  all  ingenious  is  simple.  I’m 
convinced that journalists who will be at my Conference (held over 2 days) will have unique opportunity to 
understand the processes occurring on a planet, to see their depth and simplicity of the solution. I’m lucky, 
because I had graduated the “Yaroslav Mudriy’s Academy”, in which Michael Bulgakov studied in due 
time. Therefore, I understand perfectly what he meant saying "you need to knock on heads".

And  here is the last conclusion. All what specialists will tell you about their fighting against climate 
change is just a struggle for kickbacks and grants. There is an ugly word – "Dough", it is their main motive. 
And I will send this pig to the Nobel Committee.

Thank them for their prizes and laureates’ conclusions that we are the randomness and were appeared as the 
result of the “Big Bang”. Thank them for promoting the theory of CO2 climate change influence.

Today they consider the Earth as a closed system. When we asked them "Why are the polar caps on 
Mars melting or why is the Sun inactive for longer than usual?", they say the following: "This is just the Sun 
..., this is the Mars, and we are on the Earth ...". This is silly, because we must take notice and take account 
of changes in other systems.
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And the causes of the Global climate change are very simple. I won’t subtilize, but just will name them. 
1. Since 1988, the material Earth’s density has gradually decreased. 
2. The speed of the Earth’s revolution round the Sun has increased.
3. There is an increase in heat capacity of atomic-molecular structures.

And all this is confirmed. Today time runs approximately four times faster. Not on your wristwatches 
but the time as it is. And many will feel it, especially those who are older. Because everything runs faster. 
Where does it run faster? - In the Universe. And we (together with our clock) are appearing and living more 
quickly in it. Until 1988, the same second had its certain duration differed from the present one. All of this 
is the Time theory.

I promise you, dear colleagues, that'll explain this if not within  an hour, within 2 hours. Why was a 
disaster with Shuttle Colombia? Off-loader held serious verification. Because a heat capacity of atomic-
molecular structures has increased and the heating temperature of shell was critical for toured-off plates.

And,  for  this  reason,  many  man-made  problems  are  possible  today.  And  today,  when  there  were 
problems in Siberia, it  is easier to write all off on those who haven’t  lived anymore.  If to speak about 
Chernobyl, there are also some reasons I’ll tell about at the following conferences.

There is a scientific paradigm, which explains these things without using any calculator, but with an 
ordinary pencil. It is available and simple. Therefore let’s tolerate until March 2010, and you'll see the war 
(in a good sense of the word) between the mediaeval tenets of modern science and journalists who will 
decide to support me in this work. Because our lives depend on it.
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